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k October 194U 

Effects of High Temperature (4175°?) and Low Temperatur» (-65°?) 

Upon the Resistance of Doron (Typj fl) t6 Perforation by 

Flak-Simulating Projectiles 

1.  In accordance with a request of the Office, Chief of Ordnance » 
tests have recently been conducted at this arsenal to determine the 
effects, if there are any, of high temperature Ul75°F) and low temperature 
(-65°*) upon the resistance of Doron to perforation by flate-Simula ting 
projectiles. 

—. ^        **^ * 

-», 2.  Variations in temperature within the range investigated 

(417^ to -65*7) apparently have no deleterious effects upon the 0/ 
resistance of Doron to perfomtion by cal. .^5 steel-Jacketed baTL^ 
projectiles or by cal. .22 fragment-simulating projectiles, G-2*; How- 

ever there is reason to believe that elevation of the temperature above 
200PF nay result in a lowering of resistance of this material.. 

3.  Several pieces (2k* x 2k")  of Doron which had been subjected 
to direct fragmentation tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground were received 
at this arsenal for weather cycling tests. Ten pieces were selected at 
random, areas (about 12" x lU") free from tr „graentation impacts were 
marked out and cut off and t-nse smaller sections were then subjected, 
at room temperature, to impact with cal. .U5 steel-jacketed ball 
projectiles and with cal. .22 fragment-simulating projectiles, 0-2. 

1. 0.0. lKX).ll2/l39H2(c) - Wtn 1*00.112/31314(0) dated 19 Jnne 19UU. 

2. Watertown Arsenal Laboratory Memorandum Report No. AL 762/253(0) 
"Development of a Projectile, to Be Used in Testing Body Armor, to 
Sioulate Fragments of a 20 ~.m. H.S. Projectile", 7 January 19W*. 
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_v' U,  Several samples were then selected randomly and subjected to 
the following weathering cycle! 

(a) +175°F, high humidity - 2k hours. 

(b) -65°F,   dry air   - 2k  hours. 

(c) +115°$,  M-fi" humidity - 2k  hours. 

(d) -o5°F,   dry wir   - 2k  hours. 

(c)    41750F, high humidity - 2k ^ours. 

then,  at the end of phase (c1)  a number of samples were fired at -f>50^ 
and at the end of phase (e)   other samDl«s were fired rt ^175°^»     In 
addition a few sampled vere allowed to return to roots teTPerature after 
phases (d)  and (e)  and vere then fired. 

5.      During a "hot run" preliminary to the formal weathering cycle 
several samples were accidentally subjected to  temperatures above 200°F 
for a period of "everd hours.    These samples showec1 cnrid^rrble 
reduction in resistance to perforation by cal.   .U5 steel-jrcketed ball 
projectiles when fired at 4l75c? after this run. 

^.      During t;;ese p.ralitril.-ary runs a single cabinet capable of 
maintaining temperatures within the range +220°? to -lOO0* was used.    The 
use of a single cabinet necessitated a lag of two to four 'ours in 
adjusting from the low to t'o high temperature and vice vere«.     It v:as 
thus decided to uro *,r  cve\-. for the hot phases and t ;e "sub-iero"  cabinet 
for the cold phases.    The cabinet WAS also used to "hold"  the samples at 
the desired tenroeraturö durlnr firing. i&. 

7.  In order to guarantee that the specimens would be fired at the 
desired temperature It vaa necessary to opovide a suecial target framj. 
A frame was constructed which allowed the specimens to be dropped into 
position with a minimum of delay. The 57>ecinens wire rtuuoved singly from 
the cabinet, dropped into position and impacted with the appropriate 
projectile within an eljv.sed time of fifteen seconds. After a single 
•hot, the specimen was returned to the cabinet and remained therein until 
all the other samples had been fired. Specimens thus regained the desired 
teanerature in tine for each successive impact. Although thermocouples 
were not employed during the-s tests, earlier experiments provided assurance 
that the specimens w»re actually being impacted at t%e desired temperatures. 
The results of all firings are contained in Table I. 



8.  Examination of that table reveals no significant variation in 
resistance of .amples as received and as subject to temperature variation 
within the prescribed range U175°F to -b5°F).  It is thus considered that 
mere variation in temperature within such a range will produce no deleterious 
effects on the ability of the subject material to resist perforation by 
cal. .U5 steel-.jacketed ball projectiles and cal. .22 fragment simulating 
projectiles, G-2. 

9.  The aunlanrp-fog weather test will be Conducted 
soon as equipment for such a test becomos available. 
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As at. Engineer 
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TA3LE I 

Sumary of Results of Ballir.tic Testa Conducted at Watertovm Arsenal 

on Sganleg of Poron (^ge tl)  *^ ich Hrri Previously Been Subjected to 

Direct 20 MM. H.3S. Fra.^ertrtlon Togta at AWtiean Proving Ground 

PflO^-.? 

Ballistic Limit 
Cal.   Jjg      G-2 

(Saiuole3 firod -at r:ora temperature»  aa-recolvad) 

I&7H3 

Hit 7^' 

RI17HL 

RU7I1C 

BU7I4H 

RU71+3 

H5gQA 

R575A 

R532C 

(Saales fired at -^F at ana of fourth phase of wr.it' 

1011 13U8 

1010 1350 

973 13W+ 

909 13W 

1035 litoU 

1039 1373 

lOUl lUOS 

1060 13U6 

1015 1279 
101k 1373 

r^r 

cycle) 

R57>A 1030 — 

R5S5»? 1021 — 
R5S0C 1031 — 

R^IA — 13^3 
P.577T! — ikijQ 

R57QC — 13UH 

71*751) — 1285 

(Sarroles f !"•<•'' at r •■        ,»':;?■} Tfl t'ire   *t   ■> r.d  of f 
•>f '•»a the rln .-: cycle): 

R579C 10^5 — 
R572B 1117 — 
R579- 1175 _.. 

■irf   'jhaee 

-    ■ *   ■   g C %   -   t T 

■        |   -.,      ■ ■....        .      .   ■   .       . 



- *3-'3 I   (COTT'D? 

&agoig 
Balletic limit 
Gal.   .»45      512 

(Sanples fired at -f-175*y nt end of fifth phase of weather I ■zr cycle) 

R533A 

Rfi7UB 

H57VD 

R.57?" 

R579D 

R57U 

R57U" 

R157AB 

(Samples fi^ed at r* m tenn^rature ^t    rid of fifth phase 
of 'veat gering cyale) i 

1057 — 

1096 — 

1060 — 

— 127C 

— 1415 

— 1285 

— 1257 

«**■ 11+07 

R5772 1038 

R577E 1072 

R57U lOkb 

(iaraoles fired at «^175°? «ftr>r a hot r>hA8e of the weathering cycle 
during whicV t*'Tn<>,rntii'*e of cabinet mae above 200°F 

for c reriod of several houre). 

H57lS£ 680 
R577T SG9 

R5«3D g)b 

F-57> hgO 

:>5S?F 676 

R57US 805 

_ft_ -   - • -    -    -■    ■■    - • • -   -    ---    ••■ -   -   ■ * - * - - ■ 


